CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
Sasabaneh was now occupied : though it had already
figured widely in the battle reports of the most distinguished
correspondents, Sasabaneh had not yet been known to
either belligerent except as a big fat name on British War
Office maps. Tarik Bey found that it offered good cover, a
high commanding position, rocky approaches, water. What
more could one desire in the Ogaden ?
Borkut and Anale were occupied. Camps were con-
structed here too. Tarik's specialists were assembled at
Tarik's Farthest South, and Malion, my old friend of
Daggahbur, took over the command here.
The Ethiopians of the Ogaden decided to sit down and
wait for reinforcements. Graziani began to turn his
attention to the pressure from Ras Desta on the west. The
Emperor's son-in-law, soft-spoken but conceited ruler
of Sidamo, was moving down the streams that form the
Juba at Dolo, and then flow to the sea through the far
west of Italian Somaliland. A fever-stricken area, where
rivers turn to swamps overnight that are dried always
by a torrid unquenchable sun, where huge palms wave
slowly over seeming lazy crocodiles. A land of flowing
water, of massive cover that can swallow armies as they
march in fretted shade along the rivers with the high-
sounding names, Dawa Parma, Web Gestro and Ganale
Doria.
The hill of Gabridihari was fortified with barbed wire
and sand-bagged redoubts, and about a thousand Eritrean
Askaris were established there. It protected Gorahai,
advanced bombing base for the Ogaden, twenty kilo-
metres south on the wide crumbling plain along the Fafan.
From then until April, only the Italian birds of the sky
were to move into the Ogaden. The period of daily bom-
bardments of Daggahbur, Sasabaneh, Bulale and finally
Jijiga began. Heavy bombardments, doing no harm. As
I left Jijiga report of one came from Daggahbur. On
November 2gth Daggahbur was bombed by eleven
machines, and more than two hundred bombs were dropped,
including two over six feet long. Killed and wounded,
nought
The Ogaden was proof against the air. Even when gas
was used from sprays the defence did not crumble as in the
north. The Emperor's visit, the rewards and punishments,

